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Abstract Relaxed functional dependencies (rfds) are properties expressing
important relationships among data. Thanks to the introduction of approx-
imations in data comparison and/or validity, they can capture constraints
useful for several purposes, such as the identification of data inconsistencies
or patterns of semantically related data. Nevertheless, rfds can provide ben-
efits only if they can be automatically discovered from data. In this paper
we present an rfd discovery algorithm relying on a lattice structured search
space, previously used for fd discovery, new pruning strategies, and a new
candidate rfd validation method. An experimental evaluation demonstrates
the discovery performances of the proposed algorithm on real datasets, also
providing a comparison with other algorithms.

Keywords Functional dependency ⋅ Discovery algorithm ⋅ Approximate
match ⋅ Constraints Mining

1 Introduction

Functional dependencies (fds) were originally used to verify database design
and assess schema quality. In the last decades, they have been used for several
new purposes, such as data profiling (Abedjan et al., 2015), query relaxation
(Nambiar and Kambhampati, 2004), data cleansing (Bohannon et al., 2007),
record matching (Fan et al., 2011), tensor decomposition (Kim and Candan,
2016), and so forth. To this end, their definition has been often extended in
order to express constraints in these and other emerging application domains.
For instance, fds were extended for fuzzy (Raju and Majumdar, 1988), XML
(Arenas and Libkin, 2004; Lee et al., 2002), multimedia (Chang et al., 2007),
and temporal databases (Vianu, 1987).
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Recent literature refers to extended fd definitions with the term relaxed
functional dependencies (rfds) (Caruccio et al., 2016b), and shows that they
can be classified into three categories, depending on the constraints they relax
with respect to the canonical definition of fd (Caruccio et al., 2016b). In
particular, there exist rfds relaxing on the data comparison, which compare
tuples by using data similarity rather than equality, those relaxing on the
extent, which admit the possibility for the rfd to hold only on a subset of
data, and finally, hybrid ones, which relax on both criteria. Thresholds might
be used in all such categories, either to specify the similarity degree or to
indicate the minimum percentage of tuples on which the rfd should hold.
With respect to the fd hierarchy proposed in (Szlichta et al., 2015), rfds
strictly generalize mdds by allowing the definition of the extent relaxation
criteria.

Although fds are properties of the database schema to be specified at de-
sign time, in order to exploit them in practical domains several algorithms
to discover them from data have been proposed (Abedjan et al., 2014; Berti-
Équille et al., 2018; Lopes et al., 2000; Novelli and Cicchetti, 2001; Wyss et al.,
2001; Yao et al., 2002). However, rfds are much more complex to specify at
design time, since they also require the specification of thresholds for evaluat-
ing the similarity between attribute values and/or for deriving the minimum
extent. The automatic extraction of rfds not only reduces the human effort to
identify them at design time, but it also allows to easily adapt them to evolu-
tion of the application domain. Thus, the interest for the automatic extraction
of rfds from data has tremendously grown in the last years, especially from the
machine learning and knowledge discovery research communities (Liu et al.,
2012), also due to the diffusion of big data applications, which demand for im-
proved data quality (Golab et al., 2008; Song et al., 2018; Yao and Hamilton,
2007). Nevertheless, few discovery algorithms have been proposed for rfds,
and they are specific of the rfd definition for which they were conceived.

In this paper, we propose DiMε, an algorithm for mining many different
types of rfds, relaxing on the tuple comparison and/or on the extent by using
several tuple comparison methods and coverage measures (Caruccio et al.,
2016b). The discovery technique underlying DiMε generates candidate rfds
based on Difference Matrices created from input thresholds, and on a lattice
structure, also used within fd discovery algorithms (Abedjan et al., 2014;
Huhtala et al., 1999; Novelli and Cicchetti, 2001; Yao et al., 2002), in order
to model the search space. Moreover, DiMε provides new pruning strategies,
in order to guarantee the generation of minimal candidate rfds, and a new
validation technique. With respect to the preliminary version presented in
(Caruccio et al., 2016a), the current paper (i) provides a better formalization
of the whole approach, (ii) an extended version of the algorithm to include the
discovery of rfds relaxing on the extent, hence also hybrid ones, and (iii) more
an in-depth experimental evaluation, by comparing the DiMε performances
with those of other algorithms on real datasets.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the rfd discovery
algorithms existing in the literature. Section 3 provides some background defi-
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nitions concerning rfds. Section 4 formulates the rfd discovery problem. Sec-
tion 5 presents the DiMε algorithm, whereas Section 6 shows the experimental
results. Finally, summary and concluding remarks are included in Section 7.

2 Related Work

In this section, we review methods proposed in the literature for both fd and
rfd discovery.

The automatic discovery of fds is accomplished either through column-
based or row-based methods (Abedjan et al., 2015). The former start gen-
erating candidate fds based on an attribute lattice, verifying their validity,
and then using holding fds to prune the search space for candidate fds yet
to be verified; the latter compare attribute values for each pair of tuples, in
order to generate two different sets of attribute subsets, namely agree-sets and
difference-sets, from which candidate fds are derived.

Column-based approaches include the algorithms TANE (Huhtala et al.,
1999), FD Mine (Yao et al., 2002), FUN (Novelli and Cicchetti, 2001), and
DFD (Abedjan et al., 2014), whereas row-based approaches include DepMiner
(Lopes et al., 2000), FastFD (Wyss et al., 2001), and FDep (Flach and Savnik,
1999). Empirical studies show that column-based algorithms outperform row-
based ones on datasets with many rows and few columns, whereas row-based
algorithms perform better on datasets with few rows and many columns (Pa-
penbrock et al., 2015b). Moreover, DFD, TANE, and FDep are the ones best
performing on a reasonable mix of rows (up to 300K) and columns (up to 25
columns for DFD, from 25 to 65 columns for TANE, and over 65 columns for
FDep). Finally, the hybrid algorithm proposed in (Papenbrock and Naumann,
2016) combines row- and column-efficient discovery techniques by managing
two separated phases, one calculating fds on a small, randomly selected, sub-
set of tuples (column-efficiency), and the other validating the discovered fds
on the entire dataset, trying to perform refinements when they do not hold.

With respect to these algorithms, DiMε discovers a broader class of de-
pendencies beyond fds, which entails much more a complex validation phase.
In fact, although the size of the search space is the same, the validation of fds
merely requires to perform computations on the cardinalities of equivalence
classes, whereas the validation of rfds requires more complex computations on
intersecting classes induced by similarity functions. For this reason, in spite of
the many different rfd definitions proposed in the literature (Caruccio et al.,
2016b), few algorithms have been provided for discovering them from data
(Liu et al., 2012). In what follows, we review the rfds for which a discovery
algorithm has been provided.

Approximate functional dependency (afd) are canonical fds that must
hold for ‘almost’ all the tuples of a relation r (Kivinen and Mannila, 1995).
In other words, a limited number of the tuples of r can violate the afd.
Several approaches have been proposed to calculate the afd extent (Giannella
and Robertson, 2004; Sánchez et al., 2008), i.e., the satisfaction degree, among
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which the g3-error measure is the most frequently used (Kivinen and Mannila,
1995). Most of the approaches for afd discovery rely on sampling (Ilyas et al.,
2004; Kivinen and Mannila, 1995). They verify whether a candidate afd holds
on an instance r by validating it on a sample of tuples s ⊂ r, which means that
the afd holding on s can also holds on r with a given probability. The method
proposed in (King and Legendre, 2003) exploits the error measure of super
keys to determine the extent of afds.

Conditional functional dependencies (cfds) specify the extent of a depen-
dency by means of a condition (Bohannon et al., 2007). Among the approaches
proposed for discoverying them from data, the algorithm proposed in (Chiang
and Miller, 2008) exploits the attribute lattice built from the properties of
attribute value partitions to derive candidate cfds; the greedy algorithm pro-
posed in (Golab et al., 2008) derives a close-to-optimal tableau for a cfd,
given its underlying fd. The closeness of the discovered tableau to the opti-
mal tableau is measured by means of the support and confidence measures.
In addition, three of the above mentioned algorithms for fd discovery, namely
FD Miner, TANE, and FastFD, have been extended to discover cfds, yielding
the three algorithms CFD Miner, CTANE, and FastCFD, respectively (Fan
et al., 2009). With respect to CTANE and FastCFD, CFD Miner has a limi-
tation, since it cannot discover cfds containing wildcards, hence it can only
discover constant cfds.

Matching dependencies (mds) have been defined for object identification,
and rely on similarity predicates to cope with errors, and heterogeneous repre-
sentation formats in unreliable data sources (Fan et al., 2011). Main algorithms
for discoverying them evaluate the utility of mds for the given database in-
stance by means of the confidence and support measures, and determine the
similarity threshold patterns by analyzing the statistical distribution of data
(Song and Chen, 2013). The algorithm relies on pruning strategies to filter out
candidate patterns with low support, aiming to achieve best performances.

Differential dependencies (dds) relax fds on the method to compare at-
tribute values, by specifying constraints on their value differences (Song and
Chen, 2011). A discovery algorithm for dds relies on reduction algorithms,
which seek the set of left-reduced LHS differential functions forming dds with
a fixed RHS differential function, for each attribute in a relation r (Song and
Chen, 2011). The pruning strategies proposed to improve the discovery per-
formances are based on the subsumption order of differential functions, the
implication of dds, and the instance exclusion. An alternative algorithm re-
duces the search space by means of user-specified upper limits of thresholds
for the distance intervals of LHS (Kwashie et al., 2014). In particular, the
discovery algorithm relies on a distance-based subspace clustering model, and
includes further pruning strategies to enable efficient discovery of dds for high
threshold values. A further proposal for dd discovery is an algorithm mining a
minimal cover of dds, based on association rules (Kwashie et al., 2015). In par-
ticular, the approach exploits the algorithm presented in (Li, 2006) for mining
a class of non-redundant association rules, which are successively transformed
into dds. The latter are pruned in order to generate a minimal cover of in-
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teresting dds. Finally, an algorithm has been proposed for deriving suitable
thresholds for a given dd (Song et al., 2014). In particular, given a database
instance and a dd holding on it, the algorithm determines the dd distance
thresholds maximizing its utility, measured in terms of support, confidence,
and dependent quality. The authors also prove that the identified distance
thresholds are more effective than randomly selected settings in the context of
violation detection.

While these discovery algorithms are each focused on a specific rfd, our
goal has been to derive an algorithm for more a generic class of rfds (Caruccio
et al., 2016b), including rfds relaxing on the tuple comparison method, those
relaxing on the extent, and finally, hybrid ones relaxing on both.

Finally, it is worth to mention the following two frameworks: RQL and
Metanome. The former provides a declarative pattern mining language to dis-
cover logical implications between attributes of the database (Chardin et al.,
2017). Such implications generalize the concept of fd, enabling the use of data
mining techniques in an SQL-like fashion. The Metanome project1 provides
an experimental framework for data profiling, including algorithms for the dis-
covery of fds and few rfd types (Papenbrock et al., 2015a). As DiMε, these
frameworks go beyond fd discovery, since they are also capable to discover
some types of rfds. Nevertheless, although intersecting, the classes of rfds
they discover are different from those discovered with DiMε. In particular,
except for conditional and order dependencies, DiMε is capable of discovering
all rfds relaxing on the extent, the tuple comparison method, or both, and
it can be easily extended to deal with order dependencies. The RQL language
allows to specify most types of rfds, but with some limitations. For instance,
it does not allow to specify general coverage measures for rfds relaxing on
the extent. Moreover, although it deals with conditional dependencies, it does
not discover them from data, rather it retrieves them once the condition has
been specified in input.

As for the Metanome framework, although it embeds many powerful al-
gorithms for fd discovery, concerning rfds it only includes an algorithm for
discovering order dependencies and one for afds. However, as said above, the
framework aims to discover a broader class of metadata other than functional
dependencies.

3 Relaxed Functional Dependencies

In this section we will review the definition of fd, which will let us provide a
general definition for rfds.

fd definition. Consider a relational database schema R defined over a set
of attributes attr(R), derived as the union of the attributes from the relation
schemas composing R. Given an instance r of R, an attribute A ∈ attr(R),

1https://hpi.de/naumann/projects/data-profiling-and-analytics/
metanome-data-profiling.html

https://hpi.de/naumann/projects/data-profiling-and-analytics/metanome-data-profiling.html
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and a tuple t ∈ r, we use t[A] to denote the projection of t onto A; similarly,
for a set X of attributes in attr(R), t[X] denotes the projection of t onto X.
An fd over R is a statement X → Y (X implies Y ), with X,Y ⊆ attr(R),
such that, given an instance r of R, X → Y is satisfied in r if and only if for
every pair of tuples (t1, t2) in r, whenever t1[X] = t2[X], then t1[Y ] = t2[Y ].
X and Y represent the Left-Hand-Side (LHS) and Right-Hand-Side (RHS) of
the fd, respectively.

The constraint defined by an fd can also be expressed by using the no-
tion of tuple partition. In particular, given a set of attributes X, the tuple
partition of an instance r on X, denoted by πX(r), is a collection of disjoint
equivalence classes of tuples from r, each having a unique value combination
for the attribute set X, and whose union corresponds to the relation r. The
equivalence class of a tuple t ∈ r with respect to X is denoted as [t]X and is
defined as [t]X = {u ∈ r ∣ t[A] = u[A] for all A ∈ X}. A partition π is said to
refine another partition π′ if every equivalence class in π is a subset of some
equivalence class in π′. It is easy to show that an fd X → Y holds on r if and
only if πX(r) refines πY (r).

In the fd definition we notice that the projections of two tuples over a
subset of attributes are compared by means of the equality function. This is
one of the two dimensions that have been modified in order to define rfds,
by enabling the use of tuple comparisons based on constraints. A constraint
is a predicate evaluating whether the distance or similarity between two val-
ues of an attribute falls within predefined intervals. More formally, let r be
a relation instance of a relation schema R, D a set of distance or similarity
functions defined on an attribute domain, and B a set of finite built-in com-
parison operators. A constraint φ is a logic expression of the form ∀ti, tj ∈ r
(P1⋀ . . .⋀Pm), where Pk is a predicate δ(ti[A], tj[A])θkck, with ti[A] and
tj[A] projections of tuples ti and tj on A ∈ R, δ ∈ D, θk ∈ B, and ck a constant.
Thus, a predicate of a constraint depends on a distance or similarity function
defined on an attribute domain, plus one or more comparison operators with
associated threshold values defining the feasible intervals of values. However,
in order to simplify the explication of the algorithm, in the rest of the paper
we will refer to constraints with one comparison operator and one threshold.
As an example, the constraint Jaro(addr1, addr2) ≤ ε verifies that the Jaro
distance (Elmagarmid et al., 2007) between the values addr1 and addr2 of the
attribute Address is below the threshold value ε.

Another important characteristic of the fd definition is that it specifies a
property of the database schema that must hold on every instance of it. This
is the second dimension that has been modified to derive a general definition
of rfd, which admits the possibility that the property might hold for a subset
rather than all the tuples. The latter can be formally specified by means of a
coverage measure.

Informally, an rfd is a functional dependency that relaxes on the tuple
comparison, by using constraints on the distance or similarity between at-
tribute values, and/or that relaxes on the extent, by using a coverage measure
to indicate the minimum number or percentage of tuples on which the rfd
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must hold, and/or by using conditions restricting the applicability domain of
the rfd. Most of the rfds defined in the literature relax on one of these two
dimensions (Caruccio et al., 2016b). Those relaxing on both dimensions are
called hybrid rfds. In what follows, we recall a formal definition of rfd from
our previous survey (Caruccio et al., 2016b), covering all these cases.

Definition 1 (Relaxed functional dependency) Consider a relational data-
base schema R, and a relation schema R = (A1, . . . ,Am) of R. An rfd ϕ on
R is denoted by

XΦ1

Ψ≤ε**→ YΦ2 (1)

where

– X =X1, . . . ,Xh and Y = Y1, . . . , Yk, with X,Y ⊆ attr(R) and X ∩ Y = ∅;
– Φ1 = ⋀

Xi∈X
φi[Xi] (Φ2 = ⋀

Yj∈Y
φj[Yj], resp.), where φi (φj , resp.) is a conjunc-

tion of predicates on Xi (Yj , resp.) with i = 1, . . . , h (j = 1, . . . , k, resp.). For
any pair of tuples (t1, t2)∈ dom(R), the constraint Φ1 (Φ2, resp.) is true if
t1[Xi] and t2[Xi] (t1[Yj] and t2[Yj], resp.) satisfy the constraint φi (φj ,
resp.) ∀ i ∈ [1, h] (j ∈ [1, k], resp.).

– Ψ is a coverage measure defined on dom(R), quantifying the amount of tu-
ples violating or satisfying ϕ. It can be defined as a function Ψ ∶ dom(X)×
dom(Y ) → R+, where dom(X) is the cartesian product of the domains of
attributes composing X. Among the most commonly used coverage mea-
sures there are the confidence, the g3-error, and the probability.

– ε is a threshold indicating the upper bound (or lower bound in case the
comparison operator is ≥) for the result of the coverage measure.

Given r ⊆ dom(R) a relation instance on R, r satisfies the rfd ϕ, denoted
by r ⊧ ϕ, if and only if: ∀ t1, t2 ∈ r, if Φ1 indicates true, then almost always Φ2

indicates true. Here, almost always is expressed by the constraint Ψ ≤ ε.
We can express the rfd constraint in a way similar to the fd definition.

While the fd definition is based on the concept of tuple partition, i.e., dis-
joint equivalence classes, in rfd πX(r) (πY (r), resp.) is composed of possibly
intersecting subsets of tuples, each containing tuples that pairwise make Φ1

(Φ2, resp.) true, and whose union corresponds to the relation r. We say that
πX(r) refines πY (r) if every similarity subset of πX(r) is contained in some
similarity subset of πY (r). Thus, an rfd holds on the entire instance r if and
only if πX(r) refines πY (r). If the rfd holds almost always, we can express
this property through a constraint on the coverage measure. Since the latter
verifies how much πX(r) refines πY (r), we can also see Ψ as a function of
πX(r) and πY (r).

For rfds relaxing on the tuple comparison only, when no couple of tuples
yields an rfd violation, the expression Ψ(X,Y ) = 0 is omitted from the rfd
expression. Thus, the canonical fd can also be written in terms of (1) as:

Xeq *→ Yeq

where eq is the equality constraint.
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As an example, in a database of scientific publications it is likely to have
the same address and affiliation for authors with the same name. Thus, an
fd {Author} → {Address, Affiliation} might hold. However, these attributes
might have been stored using different abbreviations, hence the following rfd
might hold:

Authorφ1 *→ {Addressφ2 ,Affiliationφ3}

where φ1, φ2, and φ3 are constraints on a string similarity function. More-
over, since authors might change affiliation during their life, or there might be
homonimies, the previous rfd should tolerate possible exceptions. This can
be modeled by introducing a different coverage measure into the rfd:

Authorφ1

ψ(Author,Address,Affiliation)≤0.02
*********************→ {Addressφ2 ,Affiliationφ3}

A more general definition covering more types of rfds has been provided
in (Caruccio et al., 2016b).

4 Discovering RFDs

As seen in the previous section, the evaluation of an rfd XΦ1

Ψ≤ε**→ YΦ2 entails
(i) verifying constraints between the projections of pairs of tuples on attribute
sets X and Y , and (ii) checking the amount of tuples for which the constraints
hold on Y whenever they hold on X.

The discovery of rfds is the problem of finding a set of minimal rfds

holding on a relation instance r. An rfd XΦ1

Ψ≤ε**→ YΦ2 is minimal if there

not exists a subset Z ⊂ X such that ZΦ1

Ψ≤ε**→ YΦ2 holds on r. With respect
to the discovery of canonical fds from data, this problem is significantly more
complex, due to the extremely large search space induced by the evaluation of
tuple similarity rather than equality.

The discovery of fds entails finding a partition of tuples sharing the same
values on RHS attributes whenever they share the same value on LHS at-
tributes. One way to do this is by first generating fd candidates, and then
verifying their validity and minimality. The validation process is usually ac-
complished by partitioning the tuples based on their values for the LHS and
RHS attributes, and performing simple calculations on the cardinalities of
partitions.

Whenever the constraints are specified for each attribute of the dataset,
the discovery of rfds reduces to finding both the subsets of tuples satisfying
the constraints on the LHS attributes, and those satisfying the constraints
on the RHS attributes (named LHS and RHS similar pattern subsets, respec-
tively), hence verifying that each LHS similar pattern subset is contained in at
least one RHS similar pattern subset, except for a number of cases below the
threshold specified for the extent. Although this is similar to the discovery of
fds, the fact that in rfd discovery the similar pattern subsets are not disjoint
considerably increases the computational complexity, as highlighted in Figure
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Fig. 1: An example of tuple partition and of similar pattern subsets.

1. In fact, this prevents the possibility to adopt the validation methods used
in fd discovery algorithms, yielding the necessity to conceive new validation
methods for candidate rfds. To this end, we propose a new validation method
for rfd candidates based on similar pattern subsets of tuples, which checks
the violations with respect to the user-specified threshold on the extent.

For sake of simplicity and w.l.o.g, in the rest of the article we assume that
Y consists of a single attribute.

5 The DiMε Discovery Algorithm

The Difference Matrix and ε-threshold (DiMε) discovery algorithm presented
in this section starts from user-specified thresholds, and it performs a level-
by-level generation of candidate dependencies to be successively validated.
Candidate rfd generation is accomplished by means of an attribute lattice
built by considering all the possible attribute combinations. In particular, given
a relation schema R = {A1, . . .An}, its attribute lattice will contain the empty
set at Level 0, singleton sets, one for each attribute, at Level 1, pair sets,
one for each possible combination of two attributes, at Level 2, and so forth.
Finally, the last level, namely Level m, will contain a single set of all attributes
from R.

Following the generation process of column-based methods highlighted in
Figure 2, the proposed algorithm first generates attribute sets X at Level l,
and then formulates all the possible rfds X/{A} → A, with A ∈ X, to be
successively validated. With respect to similar algorithms for fd discovery,
the proposed one exploits their candidate rfd generation strategies, but it
provides new pruning strategies to guarantee the generation of minimal candi-
date rfds, and a new validation technique dealing with similarity subsets, and
taking into consideration the possibility that an rfd might hold for a subset
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of tuples. Dealing with tuple similarities rather than equality adds a consider-
able amount of complexity, since similarity subsets prevent the possibility to
exploit properties of disjoint partitions for rfd validation purposes.

Since the Candidate Generation phase is the same of column-based fd dis-
covery methods, in what follows we will focus on the remaining two phases of
the proposed algorithm, namely validation and pruning. The Appendix con-
tains the pseudo-code of the DiMε’s algorithms for generating similar subsets
and for validating candidate rfds.

Fig. 2: The three main phases of column-based discovery methods (Liu et al.,
2012).

5.1 Candidate rfd validation

Once candidate rfds are generated by partitioning attribute sets from the
lattice levels, their validation entails verifying that two tuples are similar on the
RHS attribute, whenever they are similar on the LHS ones, and the property
holds for a significant portion of the database. This is done by generating
similarity subsets of tuples and using them to validate candidate rfds.

5.1.1 Generating similarity subsets

As opposed to tuple partitions built in most fd discovery algorithms, similarity
subsets of tuples might also intersect, as shown in Figure 1. In order to better
explicate the generation process of similarity subsets, we will introduce the
concept of difference matrix.

Definition 2 (Difference matrix of an attribute) Let r be an instance
of a relation schema R, A an attribute of R, and δ a distance function defined
on the domain of A. The difference matrix for A is a matrix MA whose entry
(i,j) contains the distance value δ(ti[A], tj[A]) of the projections of tuples ti
and tj on A.
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Table 1 A sample dataset.

Tuple number Height Weight Shoe size

1 175 70 40
2 175 75 39
3 175 69 40
4 176 71 40
5 178 81 41
6 169 73 37
7 170 62 39

(a) Difference Matrix MHeightabs
(b) Difference Matrix of MWeightabs

(c) Difference Matrix of MShoe Sizeabs
(d) Difference Matrix of MHeightabs,Weightabs

Fig. 3: Difference Matrices for the dataset shown in Table 1.

Example 1 Let us consider the sample dataset in Table 1. Since it has all nu-
merical attributes, we use the absolute difference, denoted with abs, as a dis-
tance function to construct the following three difference matrices: MHeightabs

,
MWeightabs

, and MShoe Sizeabs , as shown in Figures 3(a), 3(b), and 3(c).

The definition of difference matrix can be easily generalized to attribute
sets, in which an entry will contain an n-tuple of distance values, one for each
attribute in the set.

Definition 3 (Difference matrix of an attribute set) Let r be an in-
stance of a relation schema R, X = {A1, . . . ,An} an attribute set of R, and
∆ = (δ1, . . . , δn) a sequence of distance functions defined on the domains of
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A1, . . . ,An, respectively. A difference matrix for X is a matrix MX∆
whose

entry (i,j) contains the n-tuple (d1, . . . , dn), where dk = δk(ti[Ak], tj[Ak]),
and ti, tj are tuples of r.

The difference matrix for an attribute set X can be derived from the differ-
ence matrices for the single attributes composing it, by concatenating elements
with the same coordinates. As an example, for the dataset of Table 1, the dif-
ference matrix MHeightabs,Weightabs

shown in Figure 3(d) is built from MHeightabs

and MWeightabs
of Figures 3(a) and 3(b).

We exploit the notion of difference matrix to generate the similar pattern
of a tuple t or a matrix row, which represents sets of tuples or matrix columns
satisfying a given constraint wrt t. Successively, we group the tuples sharing
the same similar patterns into similar pattern subsets.

Definition 4 (Similar pattern) Let r be an instance of a relation schema
R, X = {A1, . . . ,An} an attribute set of R, MX∆

a difference matrix for X,
and φ = (φ1, . . . ,φn) a sequence of constraints on the values of MX∆

. A similar
pattern of tuple ti of MX∆

, denoted as τ tiX , is the sequence (j1, . . . , jh) with
h ≤ ∣r∣ and M[i, jk] = (d1, . . . , dn), where dq satisfies the constraints φq ∀q ∈
[1, n] and ∀k ∈ [1, h].

Definition 5 (Similar pattern subsets) Let r be an instance of a relation
schema R, X = {A1, . . . ,An} an attribute set of R, MX∆

a difference matrix
for X, and φ = (φ1, . . . ,φn) a sequence of constraints on the values of MX∆

.
A similar pattern subset SX for X is defined as SX = {j1, . . . , jh}{i1,...,ik} with
1 ≤ k ≤ h ≤ ∣r∣, τ ipX = (j1, . . . , jh) ∀p ∈ [1, k] and τ ivX ≠ (j1, . . . , jh) ∀v ∉ [1, k].
The set of different similar pattern subsets for X is denoted as IX .

Example 2 If in the dataset of Table 1 the user specifies constraints based on
the abs function, the ≤ comparison operator, 1 as a threshold for both the
attributes Height and Shoe Size, and 10 for the attribute Weight, then the
following sets of similar pattern subsets are generated:

– IHeight = {{1,2,3,4}{1,2,3,4},{5}{5},{6,7}{6,7}};
– IWeight = {{1,2,3,4,6,7}{1,3},{1,2,3,4,5,6}{2,6},{1,2,3,4,5,6,7}{4},
{2,4,5,6}{5},{1,3,4,7}{7}};

– IShoe Size = {{1,2,3,4,5,7}{1,3,4},{1,2,3,4,7}{2,7},{1,3,4,5}{5},
{6}{6}}.
These are highlighted in Figure 4 by using a different color for each subset.

In order to validate candidate rfds, the proposed method reduces the
number of similar pattern subsets for the attributes of the LHS, by eliminating
singletons, since they correspond to the matrix diagonal entries that trivially
compare each tuple with itself. This yields the definition of set of stripped
similar pattern subsets.

Definition 6 (Set of stripped similar pattern subsets) Let r be an in-
stance of a relation schema R, X = {A1, . . . ,An} an attribute set of R, and
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(a) Similar pattern subsets of Height (b) Similar pattern subsets of Weight

(c) Similar pattern subsets of Shoe Size

Fig. 4: Colored difference matrices highlighting similar pattern subsets.

IX a set of similar pattern subsets of X. The set of stripped similar pattern
subsets ÎX of X is defined as

{SX ∈ IX ∣ SX = {j1, . . . , jh}{i1,...,ik} and h > 1}.

5.1.2 Validation of rfds relaxing only on the tuple comparison

Stripped similar pattern subsets can be used to validate candidate rfds based
on the concept of similar pattern subset refinement.

Definition 7 A set ÎX is said to refine another set ÎX∪A if every similar
pattern subset in ÎX is contained in one of the subsets in ÎX∪A.

Formally, let similarX (similarY , resp.) be a similar pattern in ÎX (ÎY , resp.).
If ÎX refines ÎY , then

similarY = {
{t0, .., t, .., tk} ⊆ similarX if ∃ {t0, .., t, .., tk}{t0,..,t,..,tl} ∈ ÎY

{t} otherwise

and is denoted similarY ≡ similarX .
Based on the refinement notion, we derive the following lemma for rfds.
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(a) Colored difference matrix for highlight-
ing similar pattern subsets of Height and
Weight

(b) Colored difference matrix for highlight-
ing similar pattern subsets of Shoe Size,
where the sub-matrix with thickest border
highlights the inclusion property for rfd
validation

Fig. 5: Colored difference matrices for validation.

Lemma 1 A relaxed functional dependency XΦ1 *→ AΦ2 holds on an entire
database instance if and only if ÎX refines ÎA.

Example 3 Let us consider the database instance of Table 1. If we set the
constraints as defined in Example 2, then according to Lemma 1 the rfd

{Heightφ1
,Weightφ2

}*→ Shoe Sizeφ3

holds on the entire database. In fact, as shown in Figure 5, since ÎHeight,Weight

= {{1,2,3,4}{1,2,3,4}} and ÎShoe Size = {{1,2,3,4,5,7}{1,3,4},{1,2,3,4,7}{2,7},
{1,3,4,5}{5}}, each similar pattern in ÎHeight,Weight is included in a similar pat-

tern of ÎShoe Size.

Alternatively, the refinement property between sets of stripped similar pat-
tern subsets can be verified by calculating ∣∣ÎZ ∣∣, which is defined as:

∣∣ÎZ ∣∣ =
∑ti∈r(∣sti ∣ − 1)

2
∀sti ∈ ÎZ (2)

This value represents the number of pairwise similar tuples in ÎZ . Notice that,
value 1 is subtracted to exclude the pairs consisting of same tuples, whereas
the division by 2 has been necessary to consider each tuple pair only once.
Since for an attribute set W ⊂ Z, ÎZ always refines ÎW , it means that ÎX∪A
always refines ÎX . However, we know that an rfd XΦ1 *→ AΦ2 holds only if ÎX
is a refinement of ÎA. Thus, since ÎX∪A cannot have similar pattern subsets of
size greater than those in ÎX , the rfd X → A holds if ÎX∪A and ÎX are equal,
which yields the following lemma.

Lemma 2 A relaxed functional dependency XΦ1 *→ AΦ2 holds on an entire
database instance if and only if ∣∣ÎX∪A∣∣ = ∣∣ÎX ∣∣.
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5.1.3 Validation of hybrid rfds

In order to discover rfds relaxing on the extent,DiMε should consider as valid
the rfds holding on a subset of tuples, according to a coverage measure and
a user-defined threshold. In this case, it is not possible to use the previously
defined lemma to validate candidate rfds. In particular, to accomplish the
validation process it is necessary to calculate the satisfiability degree of the
instance according to a coverage measure.

In this paper, we show a version of DiMε relying on the g3-error coverage
measure (Huhtala et al., 1999), which represents the minimum number of
tuples to be removed from the database instance in order to make the rfd
valid on the remaining ones. DiMε can also work with other coverage measures
by overloading the function computing the measure from similar subsets.

The computation of the g3-error for rfds with hybrid relaxation is an
np-complete problem (Song, 2010), since the minimum vertex cover prob-
lem can be reduced to it. In fact, if we consider a graph G = (V,E), where
each vertex in V corresponds to a tuple of a dataset, and each edge (t1, t2) ∈ E
corresponds to a tuple pair violating the satisfiability of an rfd ϕ, then the
minimum vertex cover of G corresponds to the minimum number of tuples to
be removed from the dataset to make ϕ valid, which allows us to compute
the g3-error. However, a solution to this problem can be found in polyno-
mial time in case of disjoint similar pattern subsets, in which case, we can
use the same strategy of afd discovery (Huhtala et al., 1999). The latter
needs to be adapted to work with similar subsets instead of tuple partitions.
In fact, in case of violations, each similar pattern subset in IX containing
violations will be partitioned into n ≥ 2 subsets in IX∪A. Among these, the
one of maximum size will contain the non-violating tuples. Thus, to com-
pute the g3-error it will be sufficient to count the number of tuples falling
in the remaining subsets, which can be performed in polynomial time. In
particular, let GX→A = {similarX∪A ∈ IX∪A ∣ similarX∪A ≡ similarX with
similarX ∈ IX}, ∣GX→A∣SX

= {size of the similar pattern subset SX ∣ SX ∈ IX},
and maxGX→A = max∣GX→A∣SX

. According to the refinement property, the
g3-error can be derived by computing maxGX→A for each similarX ∈ IX and
removing the sum of these values from the total number of tuples.

However, since in case of intersecting similar pattern subsets each of these
tuples can fall in more than one similar pattern subset of IX , it is not possi-
ble to perform a computation local to each similar pattern subset, but more
a global analysis is required. Thus, we provide an approximate solution for
calculating the g3-error in polynomial time in case of intersecting similar pat-
tern subsets. It is based on a greedy strategy and can be easily generalized
to calculate other coverage measures other than the g3-error. In particular,
such solution is derived from an algorithm with factor-2 approximation for
the minimum vertex cover problem (Johnson and Garey, 1979).

Example 4 Let us consider the database instance of Table 1. If we set the
constraints as defined in Example 2, and the threshold 0.2 for the g3-error,
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then the following rfd holds:

Heightφ1

Ψ(Height,ShoeSize)≤0.2
**************→ Shoe Sizeφ2

In fact, if we consider the similar pattern subsets

– IHeight = {{1,2,3,4}{1,2,3,4},{5}{5},{6,7}{6,7}}
– IHeight ∪ Shoe Size = {{1,2,3,4}{1,2,3,4},{5}{5},{6}{6},{7}{7}}

for each set of IHeight, the maximum cardinality of the correspondent ones
in IHeight ∪ Shoe Size are 4, 1, and 1, respectively. In particular, the first 1 is
obtained from {5}{5} of IHeight, since each singleton set in IHeight corresponds
to a singleton set in IHeight ∪ Shoe Size, whereas the second 1 is obtained from
{6,7}{6,7} of IHeight, since the equivalent maximum similar pattern subset in
IHeight ∪ Shoe Size is a singleton. Consequently, we obtain the following error:

1 − (4 + 1 + 1)
7

= 1 − 6

7
= 1

7
= 0.14

which satisfies the user-defined threshold of 0.2.

Limiting the complexity of the g3-error computation. In general, it is useful to
limit the number of times the g3-error computation is performed. To this end,
we can exploit the number of similar pairs ∣∣ÎX ∣∣ and ∣∣ÎX∪A∣∣, which can be
derived from Equation (2). Such numbers can be used to compute the fraction
of pairs violating an rfd:

vX→A =
∣∣ÎX ∣∣ − ∣∣ÎX∪A∣∣

(∣r∣
2
)

(3)

where r is a database instance, and the binomial coefficient represents the
number of all possible tuple pairs that can be generated from it. If vX→A

exceeds a given threshold, then the candidate rfd XΦ1

Ψ≤ε**→ AΦ2 cannot hold.
However, to set such a threshold we cannot use the g3-error threshold, since

this refers to the fraction of tuples that can violate XΦ1

Ψ≤ε**→ AΦ2 , whereas
Equation (3) computes the fraction of tuple pairs violating the constraint

associated to XΦ1

Ψ≤ε**→ AΦ2 . Thus, since we do not know how to map the
fraction of violating tuples to the fraction of violating tuple pairs, we need to
derive a threshold εc for this second fraction that best approximates the first
one, so as to guarantee that for valid rfds εc is not exceed. In particular, we
can estimate εc from the g3-error threshold ε through the following equation:

εc =
(ε × ∣r∣) ×max{ ∣τ tiX ∣−1 ∣ τ

ti
X ∈ ÎX }

(∣r∣
2
)

(4)

where ∣τ tiX ∣ is the cardinality of the similar pattern of tuple ti.
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Theorem 1 Let r be an instance of a relational schema R, and ϕ ∶XΦ1

Ψ≤ε**→ AΦ2

a candidate rfd on r. If vX→A > εc then ϕ does not hold on r.

Proof Let us suppose that vX→A > εc but the rfd XΦ1

Ψ≤ε**→ AΦ2 holds on r.
It follows that

∣∣ÎX ∣∣ − ∣∣ÎX∪A∣∣ > (ε × ∣r∣) ×max{ ∣τ tiX ∣−1 ∣ τ
ti
X ∈ ÎX } .

Now, from (2) we have that

∣∣ÎX ∣∣ − ∣∣ÎX∪A∣∣ =
∑∣r∣i=1(∣τ

ti
X ∣ − 1)
2

−
∑∣r∣j=1(∣τ

ti
X∪A∣ − 1)
2

.

Let ÎZ be the set of stripped similar pattern subsets such that τ tiZ ∈ ÎX , τ tiZ ∉
ÎX∪A, and ∣ÎZ ∣ =m, then

∣∣ÎX ∣∣ − ∣∣ÎX∪A∣∣ =
m

∑
i=1
∣τ tiZ ∣ − 1.

Hence,

m

∑
i=1
∣τ tiZ ∣ − 1 > (ε × ∣r∣) ×max{ ∣τ tiX ∣−1 ∣ τ

ti
X ∈ ÎX } ,

where (ε×∣r∣) represents the number of tuples that could be removed according
to ε (we can denote it by n); hence (ε × ∣r∣) ×max{ ∣τ tiX ∣−1 ∣ τ

ti
X ∈ ÎX } can be

written as ∑n
k=1 ∣τ

tk
X ∣ −1 with ∣τ tkX ∣ −1 =max{ ∣τ tiX ∣−1 ∣ τ

ti
X ∈ ÎX } indicating that

for each tuple tk that can be removed we can remove a stripped similar pattern
subset with maximum cardinality. As a consequence,

∣τ tkZ ∣ − 1 ≤ ∣τ
tk
X ∣ − 1,∀tk ∈ ÎX/ÎX∪A

hence, in the worst case, we can remove n tuples t1, . . . , tn whose similar pat-
tern subsets have a cardinality equal to the maximum cardinality for τ tiX ∈ ÎX .
Since ∑m

i=1(∣τ tiZ ∣−1)−∑
n
k=1(∣τ

tk
Z ∣−1) > 0, then (m−n) > 0, that is, by removing

n tuples according to ε there still remains at least a tuple ti ∈ ÎZ . This means
that there exists a tuple ti such that τ tiZ ∈ ÎX and τ tiZ ∉ ÎX∪A, hence, the num-
ber of tuples violating the rfd exceeds the threshold ε, which means that ϕ
does not hold on r.

Example 5 Let us consider the candidate rfd

Heightφ1

Ψ(Height,ShoeSize)≤0.2
**************→ Shoe Sizeφ2

defined for the database instance of Table 1 and the user-defined threshold
ε = 0.2 for the g3-error. According to (4)

εc =
(0.2 × 7) × 3
(7
2
)

= 0.2 × 21
21

= 0.2
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Thus, since the fraction of tuple pairs violating the rfd (vHeight→Shoe Size) is
less than the following bound:

vHeight→Shoe Size =
7 − 6
(7
2
)
= 1

21
= 0.1 ≤ εc

then DiMε proceeds to compute the g3-error.
On the other hand, if we consider the candidate rfd

Weightφ1

Ψ(Weight,Height)≤0.2
*************→ Heightφ2

the corresponding similar pattern subsets are:

– IWeight = {{1,2,3,4,6,7}{1,3},{1,2,3,4,5,6}{2,6},{1,2,3,4,5,6,7}{4},
{2,4,5,6}{5},{1,3,4,7}{7}};

– IWeight ∪ Height = {{1,2,3,4}{1,2,3,4},{5}{5},{6}{6},{7}{7}}.
Then:

εc =
(0.2 × 7) × 6
(7
2
)

= 8,4

21
= 0.4 < vWeight→Height =

16 − 6
(7
2
)
= 10

21
= 0.48

hence the rfd does not hold.

5.2 Pruning strategies

DiMε adapts the pruning strategies of the TANE algorithm (Huhtala et al.,
1999), namely rhs candidate pruning and key pruning, to deal with similarity
pattern subsets. Rhs candidate pruning relies on the concepts of rhs can-
didate set and rhs+ candidate set, named C(X) and C+(X), respectively,

which contain the attributes A such that the rfd XΦ1

Ψ≤ε**→ AΦ2 needs to
be checked. In particular, C(X) = attr(R)/{A ∈ X ∣ X/A → A holds} and
C+(X) = {A ∈ attr(R) ∣ ∀B ∈ X ∶ X/{A,B} → B does not hold}. In gen-
eral, C(X) guarantees the minimality of the discovered rfds, whereas C+(X)
optimizes the pruning process.

These sets are initialized with all the attributes of the relation, and then
are modified during the discovery process according to the already discovered

rfds. In particular, when an rfdX/{A}Φ1

Ψ≤ε**→ AΦ2 is discovered, the pruning
strategies permit to reduce the search space by removing: (1) the attribute A
from C+(X), and (2) all attributes B in R/X from C+(X).

Moreover, the key pruning removes all the keys in the database instance
and their supersets, since keys are always LHSs of some dependencies, hence
their supersets cannot produce minimal dependencies. To this end, in order
to recognize keys during the discovery of rfds, DiMε exploits the number of
similar pairs ∣∣ÎX ∣∣, as defined in (2). Indeed, when ∣∣ÎX ∣∣ = 0 there will not be
similar pairs for the attribute set X, and the set of stripped similar pattern
subsets ÎX will be empty, since IX will be composed of singletons only. In
other words, X contains values that are all different.
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Example 6 Let us consider the database instance of Table 1. If the user spec-
ifies the constraints ≤ 1 for attributes Height and Shoe Size, and ≤ 0 for
attribute Weight, then IWeight = {{1}{1},{2}{2},{3}{3},{4}{4},{5}{5},{6}{6},
{7}{8}}, ÎWeight = ∅, and the number of similar pairs ∣∣ÎWeight∣∣ = 0; hence, Weight
is a key. When DiMε recognizes such a key, it outputs the following two rfds:

Weightφ1
*→ Heightφ2

Weightφ1
*→ Shoe Sizeφ3

hence, no superset of {Weight} will be subsequently checked.

5.3 Complexity analysis

The discovery of fds is an extremely complex problem, since the number of
potential fds can be exponential, and their detection requires analyzing a huge
number of attribute combinations (Abedjan et al., 2015). With respect to this
problem, rfd discovery adds further complexity, due to the necessity to also
analyze relaxation criteria. For instance, in the case of rfds relaxing on the
tuple comparison method, it is not possible to exploit the disjointness property
of equivalence classes, because the use of approximate comparison methods
does not guarantee the transitivity property of the equivalence relation, and
might yield intersecting similar pattern sets. This considerably increases the
computational complexity of the rfd discovery problem, since the similarity
can only be computed by examining all possible pairs of tuples.

More specifically, discovering fds over a relation instance r entails finding
all the possible attribute combinations, and for each of them find all the pos-
sible partitions forming the LHS and the RHS of candidate fds. Given this,
the fd discovery problem has an extremely large search space. In fact, for a
relation r with M attributes and n tuples, we need to consider all the possible
combinations of 2 to M attributes, counting each of them as many times as the
number of attributes in the combination, in order to account for the number
of different candidate RHSs with a single attribute. This complexity is synthe-
sized by the sum ∑M

k=2 (
M
k
) k, which is O(2M ). However, this only represents

the number of candidate fds, for which further processing is needed, such as
for their validation. When similarity thresholds are provided in input, finding
rfds relaxing on the tuple comparison method does not add complexity to
the search space, but the validation process becomes quadratic in the number
of tuples, while in fd discovery is linear. This is due to the fact that the tran-
sitivity property is not satisfied for value similarities. On the other hand, the
relaxation on the extent entails the computation of coverage values according
to the considered coverage measure. However, since a coverage measure typi-
cally refers to tuples and not tuple pairs, evaluating it on intersecting similar
pattern subsets is an NP-complete problem. For this reason, we defined an
approximate algorithm to be used when it is not possible to exploit validation
bounds and the LHS similar pattern subsets are intersecting. Moreover, the
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fact that an rfd can also hold on a subset of tuples prevents the possibility
of exploiting several pruning strategies of fd discovery algorithms.

Concerning the complexity of DiMε, given a relation instance r with M
attributes and n tuples, when thresholds are pre-specified for both the tuple
comparison and the coverage, DiMε first constructs the sets of stripped simi-
lar pattern subsets for each attribute in O(n2M) (execution of Algorithms 1-2
M times), then it performs a level-by-level generation of candidate rfds, in
which stripped similar pattern subsets are composed for multiple attributes
in O(n2) time for each candidate rfd, yielding a whole complexity for the
generation of candidate rfds of O(2Mn2), where O(n2) is the complexity to
generate stripped similar pattern subsets for multiple attributes (Algorithm
3). Moreover, each candidate rfd is validated by computing the g3-error (Al-
gorithm 5 or Algorithm 7), whose complexity is O(n2) in the worst case. Thus,
the overall complexity of DiMε is O(2Mn2).

The Appendix contains the pseudo-code of the DiMε’s algorithms men-
tioned above.

5.4 Correctness

The following theorem proves that all the rfds discovered by DiMε are valid.

Theorem 2 Each rfd discovered by DiMε is valid.

Proof We proceed by contradiction. Given an attribute set X = {X1, . . . ,Xn},
let us assume that DiMε discovers an rfd

ϕ ∶XΦ1

Ψ≤ε**→ AΦ2

that is not valid for the input instance r, with Φ1 = φX1 , . . . , φXn , and Φ2 =
φA. Then, according to the definition of rfd, there exist at least m tuples such
that m

∣r∣ > ε, for which the constraints φX1 , . . . ,φXn are satisfied, but not φA.

This means that there are elements of similar pattern subsets from IX that
are not contained into the same similar pattern subset of IX∪A. Thus, in order
to validate the rfd ϕ, DiMε considers either (i) Algorithm 5 (see Appendix)
when stripped similar pattern subsets are disjoint, or (ii) Algorithm 7 (see
Appendix) otherwise. In particular, if ϕ is validated through Algorithm 5 each
similar pattern subset SX of IX can be split into more than one disjoint similar
pattern subsets (SX1 , . . . , SXk

) of IX∪A. Thus, for each SX of IX , Algorithm
5 computes the minimum number of tuples mSX

to be removed from r in
order for ϕ to hold on the remaining tuples. Let m′ = ∑SX∈IX mSX

be the
total number of tuples to be removed from r, since DiMε discovered ϕ, then
Algorithm 5 obtained m!

∣r∣ ≤ ε, but this contradicts the original assumption,

because m ≤m′.
On the other hand, if ϕ is validated through Algorithm 7, the latter con-

siders all violating tuple pairs that are similar on IX but not on IX∪A. In
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Table 2 Statistics on the datasets considered in the evaluation.
Datasets # Columns # Rows # FD Size [KB]

Iris 5 150 4 5
Balance-scale 5 625 1 7
Car-data 7 1,728 1 53
CiteSeer 7 10,000 10 8,610
Cars 9 406 67 23
Abalone 9 4,177 187 137
Breast-Cancer 11 699 46 20
Bridges 13 107 142 6
Lymphography 19 148 2,730 6

particular, Algorithm 7 iteratively selects the tuples to be removed from r un-
til no more violating tuple pairs exist. For this reason, if Algorithm 7 validates
ϕ, then we are sure that the number of selected tuples m′ is a fraction m!

∣r∣ ≤ ε.
As said before, this contradicts the original assumption, since m ≤m′.

This proof can be easily generalized to other coverage measures used in
current rfd definitions, such as confidence or domain cardinality (Caruccio
et al., 2016b).

6 Evaluation

In this section, we present the performances of DiMε in terms of discovered
rfds, also comparing its execution times with those of other approaches.

We implemented DiMε2 in the Java language, by using the Levenshtein
distance for comparing textual attributes (Levenshtein, 1966), the absolute
difference for comparing numerical ones, and the g3-error as the coverage
measure for extent evaluation (Kivinen and Mannila, 1995). The experiments
have been performed on a machine with an Intel Xeon W 3.2GHz 8-core CPU,
64 GB RAM, running macOS High Sierra operating system, and with a 64-Bit
Java environment.

The experiments were performed on several real-world datasets, previously
used for evaluating fd and rfd discovery algorithms. In particular, we consid-
ered the Iris, Balance-scale, Car-data, Cars, Abalone, Breast-cancer, Bridges,
and Lymphography datasets drawn from the UCI Machine Learning reposi-
tory (Blake and Merz, 1998). For the comparative evaluation we chose a bigger
dataset, namely the CiteSeer3 dataset, containing data on scientific research
papers. We focused on a subset of 10k of its tuples, projecting them on the
subset of attributes (title,authors,year,description,id,subject, publisher). The
characteristics of the considered datasets are reported in Table 2.

2The software and the datasets used in the evaluation are available online https://
dastlab.github.io/dime/.

3http://csxstatic.ist.psu.edu/about/data

https://dastlab.github.io/dime/
http://csxstatic.ist.psu.edu/about/data
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6.1 Discovery Results

In the first experiment we verified the effectiveness of DiMε in discovering
rfds relaxing on both the extent and the tuple comparison. In particular,
we run several experiment sessions varying the similarity and the coverage
measure thresholds simultaneously, in the range [0,4] with step 1, and in the
range [0,0.4] with step 0.1, respectively. Only, for the Abalone dataset we
considered different coverage measure thresholds, i.e. by varying them in the
range [0.0,0.4].

Table 3 shows several examples of discovered rfds for the Bridges dataset
(which contains the characteristics of the Pittsburgh’s bridges), according
to different tuple comparison and extent thresholds, focusing on those with
smaller LHS cardinality. Among the listed rfds, we can notice that by ad-
mitting a g3-error of 20%, the Length of bridges implies their Type, whereas
similar values of Erected and Type attributes always imply a similar value
of Lanes. Another interesting example of discovered rfd is the hybrid rfd
{Length,Type}→ Location, indicating that whenever the Length and the Type
of bridges are similar, then their Location is similar, within an error of 30%
(extent threshold).

Figure 6 shows the number of rfds extracted by DiMε from the UCI
datasets according to several tuple comparison thresholds, whereby each line
represents a different extent threshold. As expected, in the majority of cases,
the relaxation on the extent increases the number of discovered rfds. More-
over, we can observe that the highest number of rfds is usually discovered
with g3-error thresholds slightly above zero, i.e., 0.1 and 0.2. In fact, although
intuitively a higher coverage threshold increases the number of potentially
valid rfds, the new ones might invalidate some previously discovered rfds,
since these could be no longer minimal.

Concerning the variation of tuple comparison thresholds, in most cases the
number of discovered rfds drastically drops when increasing them from 0 to
1. This is mainly due to the fact that with a zero threshold several tuples
are possibly not similar to others on many LHS attribute candidates, yielding
many key dependencies, which are likely to be invalidated when the tuple

Table 3 Several examples of discovered rfds for the Bridges dataset.

Discovered RFDs
Tuple

Comparison Extent
Thresholds Thresholds

Length→Type 0 0.2
Length→Lanes 1 0.1
Type→Lanes 1 0.1
Length→Purpose 1 0.3
Length,Type→Location 1 0.3
Erected,Type→Lanes 2 0.0
Length,Purpose→Material 2 0.2
Span→Location 3 0.4
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(a) Iris (b) Balance-scale

(c) Car-Data (d) Cars

(e) Abalone (f) Breast-cancer

(g) Bridges (h) Lymphography

Fig. 6: Number of rfds discovered by DiMε varying the tuple comparison and
extent thresholds.
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comparison threshold becomes greater than zero. Above the tuple comparison
threshold 1 the behaviour is not easily predictable, since a higher threshold
might both yield new discovered rfds, because more RHS candidates might
become similar, but also invalidate some existing rfds, when it yields new
tuple similarities on their LHS attributes, but not on their RHS attribute.
Moreover, recall that a higher number of candidate rfds might lead to a
lower number of output rfds, since it increases the possibility for some of
them not to be minimal.

Figure 7 shows the execution times of DiMε for the UCI datasets. In gen-
eral, although we expect higher execution times on datasets with more columns
and/or rows, this is not necessarily true, because the attribute value distribu-
tions might heavily affect the computation steps to be performed, since they
influence the number of tuple similarities, and hence the number of rfd can-
didates to be processed. As an example, for the Lymphography dataset (see
Figure 7(h)) the execution times drastically drop when the tuple comparison
threshold grows from 0 to 1. This is probably due to the fact that also the
number of discovered rfds decreases, and most importantly, their LHS car-
dinalities are low (see Figure 6(h)). We notice that worst time performances
have been observed with the Abalone dataset (see Figure 7(e)), when a dis-
tance threshold 0.1 is chosen. This is due to the fact that such dataset contains
an attribute that never appears as RHS, hence no pruning is performed on the
sub-lattice rooted in it. Moreover, its value distribution yields many intersec-
tions among similar pattern subsets, preventing the application of the pruning
strategies for the computation of the g3-error explained above.

6.2 Exact vs. approximate computation of the g3-error for hybrid rfd
discovery

In what follows, we compare the results of DiMε with respect to a version
of it using an exact algorithm for computing the g3-error. In particular, we
considered the exact solution for the Minimum Vertex Cover described
in (Kleinberg and Tardos, 2006). The latter tries to find a minimum vertex
cover with degree k by fixing a vertex at a time, and recursively searching a
minimum vertex cover with degree k−1 from the graph obtained by removing
such vertex and its incident edges, and so on. The complexity of this algorithm
is O(2kkn), where n is the number of vertices. We integrated such solution
into DiMε by computing a graph in which a vertex corresponds to a tuple
involved in a violation, whereas an edge represents the violation between the
tuples of the incident vertices.

We evaluated the cost of discovering rfds on the Bridges dataset by consid-
ering two configurations in which we varied the number of tuples. The dataset
instances considered the first n (with n = 30 and n = 60) tuples from the
dataset, in the original order. Therefore, we ran the two versions of DiMε on
the Bridges instances mentioned above, by setting a distance threshold in the
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(a) Iris (b) Balance-scale

(c) Car-Data (d) Cars

(e) Abalone (f) Breast-cancer

(g) Bridges (h) Lymphography

Fig. 7: Execution times for discovering rfds by varying the similarity and the
coverage measure thresholds.
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(a) Bridges with 30 tuples

(b) Bridges with 60 tuples

Fig. 8: Comparison of execution times on the Bridges datasets.

range [0,4] for all the attributes of the dataset, and a coverage threshold in
the range [0.0,0.4].

Figure 8 shows the time performances of DiMε with the settings described
above, in which the blue bars (with left-oriented diagonal lines) represent the
execution times of the approximate solution, whereas the red bars (with right-
oriented diagonal lines) represent the execution times of the exact one. Notice
that for the smallest dataset the execution times are quite similar, but they
grow exponentially by only doubling the number of tuples.

In this experiment we also compared the variability in the number of dis-
covered rfds of the two evaluated solutions. From Figure 9 we can notice that
there are slight differences in the number of discovered rfds. In particular, the
red boxes (with right-oriented diagonal lines) on the top of the bars represent
rfds discovered only by the exact algorithm, whereas the light blue ones (with
left-oriented diagonal lines) are those discovered only by the approximate al-
gorithm. This is due to the fact the approximation misses the identification of
few rfds, but such missed rfds could also reduce the effect of pruning with
respect to the exact algorithm.
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(a) Bridges with 30 tuples

(b) Bridges with 60 tuples

Fig. 9: Comparison of discovered rfds on the Bridges datasets.

Table 4 Comparison between DiMε and TANE execution times (in seconds).

DiMε

Dataset ε = 0.0 ε = 0.1 ε = 0.2 ε = 0.3 ε = 0.4
Bridges 1.23 1.33 1.44 1.39 1.38
Breast-Cancer 13.89 14.4 14.4 14.42 14.28
Lymphography 25.72 42.36 34.72 30.18 26.99

TANE

Dataset ε = 0.0 ε = 0.1 ε = 0.2 ε = 0.3 ε = 0.4
Bridges 0.74 0.88 0.83 0.85 0.83
Breast-Cancer 0.87 1.11 1.17 1.15 1.86
Lymphography 9.54 15.68 16.1 13.25 11.78

6.3 Comparison with the TANE algorithm for discovering afds

In order to perform a comparative evaluation, we compared DiMε with the
approximate functional dependencies (afds) discovery algorithm TANE (Huh-
tala et al., 1999), by using the datasets Bridges, Breast-Cancer, and Lymphog-
raphy, and varying the coverage measure threshold in the range [0,0.4].

In Table 4, we have reproduced the time performances of DiMε with re-
spect to TANE. As expected, TANE time performances are in general better
than those of DiMε. In fact, as described in Section 4, the transitivity property
of equivalence classes exploited by TANE reduces the general complexity of
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the validation problem. Since DiMε aims to discover a broader class of rfds,
input datasets are formatted for generating similar subsets, waiving to the
possibility of reducing the complexity based on the transitivity property. It is
worth to notice that time performances shown in Table 4 reflect the fact that
DiMε tackles more a complex problem.

6.4 Comparison with other rfd discovery algorithms

In what follows, we report the results of a comparison of DiMε with other
rfd discovery algorithms. Since there are no algorithms discovering rfds re-
laxing on both the tuple comparison and the extent, we implemented a brute
force algorithm to compare with. Moreover, we compared DiMε with an algo-
rithm discovering rfds relaxing on the tuple comparison only, namely the dd
discovery algorithm (Song and Chen, 2011).

We evaluated the cost of discovering rfds on the CiteSeer dataset by
varying the number of tuples in the range 2,000-10,000, and the number
of attributes in the range 2-7. The dataset instances considered the first n
(n = 2000, . . . ,10000) tuples from the dataset, in the original order.

The comparison was accomplished by re-implementing several versions of
the dd algorithm in Java SE 10, as described in (Song and Chen, 2011),
and compared DiMε with the following three: (i) brute-force (BF), which
validates all possible dds according to a fixed search space; (ii) bottom-up
with negative pruning (BU-Ne), which uses the subsumption order to reduce
the search space; and (iii) instance-exclusion top-down with positive pruning
(IE-TD-Po). While BU-Ne uses the subsumption order and the inference rules
to reduce the search space, IE-TD-Po uses the subsumption order also to
reduce the relation instance on which the algorithm performs the dependency
validation. All the three versions split the discovery process into two phases:
the first one aiming to validate dds throughout the search space, which can
be pruned according to the specific methodology; the second one aiming to
test dependency minimality by removing all the discovered dds that can be
inferred by other ones.

We ran DiMε on the CiteSeer instances mentioned above, by setting a dis-
tance threshold equal to 2 for all the attributes of the dataset, and a coverage
threshold equal to 0.0. In the same way, to execute the re-implementation of al-
gorithms in (Song and Chen, 2011), we considered only one distance threshold,
i.e., 2, for each attribute.

Figure 10 shows the time performances for discovering all rfds with the
settings described above. We can observe that DiMε scales well with the num-
ber of tuples. In particular, Figure 10(a) highlights that for all the selected
datasets (by varying the number of tuples) DiMε outperforms the considered
dd discovery algorithm versions. In particular, as we expected, the BF version
achieves worst performances. Moreover, Figure 10(b) shows that by increasing
the number of attributes, the time performance curve achieved by DiMε with
CiteSeer is lower than the ones achieved by the dd algorithms. In particular,
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(a) Varying the number of tuples (b) Varying the number of attributes

Fig. 10: Comparison of execution times on CiteSeer dataset.

only the BU-Ne version achieves better performances, but only on the two
smallest datasets.

As mentioned above, the last experimental session concerned the compari-
son of DiMε execution times with respect to those of a brute force algorithm,
named BF-extent, which is able to discover rfds with hybrid relaxation. To
this end, we extended the brute-force (BF) dd discovery algorithm in order to
enable it to calculate the g3-error during the validation phase, comparing it
with a fixed coverage measure threshold. More specifically, since the validation
of hybrid rfds is anNP-complete problem, we implemented the same greedy
solution used for DiMε, which represents a factor-2 approximation algorithm
for the minimum vertex cover problem (Johnson and Garey, 1979).

The comparison was accomplished by running both DiMε and BF-extent
on the CiteSeer instances mentioned above, by setting a distance threshold
equal to 2 for all the attributes of the dataset, and a coverage threshold
equal to 0.2. The time performances achieved by the compared algorithms
are shown in Figure 11. In particular, in Figure 11(a) we can observe that
for all the considered dataset instances (obtained by varying the number of
tuples) DiMε outperforms BF-extent. In fact, non only DiMε achieves better
performances by several orders of magnitude, but BF-extent execution times
increase faster as the number of tuples grows. This gap is even more evident
by increasing the number of attributes, as shown in Figure 11(b).

7 Conclusion and future work

We have proposed DiMε, an algorithm for discovering rfds from data. It
exploits lattice-based strategies of fd discovery algorithms for generating rfd
candidates, providing new pruning strategies and a new validation method to
guarantee the generation of minimal rfds.

The problem of discovering rfds adds a considerable complexity to the
dependency discovery process, since the relaxation criteria reduce the pos-
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(a) Varying the number of tuples (b) Varying the number of attributes

Fig. 11: Comparison of execution times on CiteSeer dataset with hybrid relax-
ation.

sibilities of pruning search paths, and prevent the possibility to exploit the
properties of disjoint partitions during the validation phase. The performed
evaluation highlights the effectiveness of DiMε in the discovery of rfds relax-
ing on both the tuple comparison and the extent dimensions.

In the future, we would like to further investigate the considered problem
in order to derive an algorithm for rfd discovery capable of automatically
inferring the threshold ranges of their validation, instead of requesting them
to the user. Indeed, we can currently generalize our approach to solve this
problem, but in exponential time. Thus, we would like to investigate further
pruning techniques to make it work more efficiently. Finally, since the number
of discovered rfds is often huge, it is difficult immediately grasp insights from
them. Thus, starting from what is proposed in (Caruccio et al., 2019), we would
like to further investigate visual metaphors capable of representing numerous
rfds in a synthetic and easy way.

8 Appendix - The DiMε Algorithm

The DiMε discovery algorithm follows the process of column-based discovery
algorithms, in which the generation of candidate rfds for a given instance
r of a relation schema R is accomplished through a level-by-level visit to a
lattice structure, by considering all the possible k-combinations of attributes,
and by increasing k at each level in the range [2, n], where n is the number of
attributes in R. Moreover, at each level only un-pruned candidates (see Section
5.2) are considered, and for each of them a validation process is performed. For
this reason, DiMε can be considered as a column-based algorithm. However,
since it aims to discover rfds, it has to employ a new validation strategy, and
new data configurations to highlight similarities between tuples.

Among the phases of the DiMε’s discovery process described in Section 5,
in what follows we provide the pseudo-code for those introducing some novelty
with respect to other column-based discovery algorithms.
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Generating similar pattern subsets. The procedure for generating the set of
similar pattern subsets for an attribute A is shown in Algorithm 1. It takes
as input a relation instance r, an attribute A, and a constraint φA, in order
to construct and return IA. In particular, for each tuple ti ∈ r (Line 4), it
obtains the similar pattern τ tiX by means of Algorithm 2 (Line 5), adding it
to IA, and associating ti to it (Lines 6-7). Notice that it is not necessary to
explicitly store difference matrices. Indeed, Algorithm 2 directly constructs
stripped similar pattern subsets from differences on tuple pairs. It takes as
input a relation instance r, an attribute A, a tuple ti, and a constraint φA, in
order to construct and return τ tiX . In particular, it analyzes each tuple tj ∈ r
in order to evaluate the difference between values of tuple pairs (ti, tj) on
attribute A (Line 4); it calculates such difference according to the constraint
φA (Line 5), and it inserts tj into τ tiX if and only if the computed difference
satisfies φA (Lines 6-8).

The procedure for generating the set of similar pattern subsets for an at-
tribute set X ∪A is shown in Algorithm 3. It generates IX∪A from IX and IA.
In particular, for each similar pattern of IX , it obtains the tuples associated
to it by means of the procedure GetTuples (Line 5). Furthermore, for each
associated tuple ti, it obtains the similar pattern τ tiA from IA, in order to con-
struct the similar pattern subsets for IX∪A, by intersecting the two considered
ones from IX and IA (Line 8), adding it to IX∪A and associating ti to it (Lines
9-10).

Validating a candidate rfd. The general DiMε validation phase is described
in Algorithm 4. First of all, it computes vX→A and εc, and if vX→A > εc it
discards the candidate rfd (Lines 5-8). Otherwise, it verifies the disjointness
property, and if it holds, it invokes Algorithm 5 for an exact computation
of the g3-error in polynomial time, otherwise Algorithm 7 is invoked for an
approximate computation of the g3-error.

In the following, we provide the details of the two algorithms for calculating
the g3-error.

Algorithm 1 Generation of similar pattern subsets for an attribute A accord-
ing to φA

1: procedure GetSimSubsets(relation r, attribute A, constraint φA)
2: Set IA ▷ The set of similar pattern subsets
3: Set similar
4: for each tuple ti ∈ r do
5: similar = SimilarPattern(r, A, ti, φA) ▷ (Algorithm 2)
6: IA = IA∪ {similar}
7: Associate(similar, ti)
8: end for
9: return IA

10: end procedure
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Algorithm 2 Generation of similar pattern w.r.t. a specified constraint

1: procedure SimilarPattern(relation r, attribute A, int ti, constraint
φA)

2: int diff
3: Set similar
4: for each tuple tj ∈ r do
5: diff← δA(ti[A],tj[A])
6: if Statisfy(diff, φA) then
7: insert tj into similar
8: end if
9: end for

10: return similar
11: end procedure

Algorithm 3 Generation of similar pattern subsets for the attribute set X∪A
1: procedure MultipleSimPatternSubsets(Set IX , Set IA)
2: Set IX∪A
3: Set similar, similarA, associatedTuples
4: for each set similarX of IX do
5: associatedTuples = GetTuples(similarX , IX)
6: for each tuple ti of associatedTuples do
7: similarA = GetSimSubsets(ti, IA)
8: similar = similarX ∩ similarA
9: IX∪A = IX∪A∪ {similar}

10: Associate(similar, ti)
11: end for
12: end for
13: end procedure

Computing the g3-error for disjoint similar pattern subsets. The procedure
that DiMε follows to calculate the g3-error is shown in Algorithm 5. It takes
as input the sets IX and IX∪A, plus a relation instance r to calculate the frac-

tion of tuples to be removed to make the candidate rfd XΦ1

Ψ≤ε**→ AΦ2 valid.
In particular, it analyzes each similarX ∈ IX (Lines 5-9), and it obtains the
maximum cardinality max∣GX→A∣SX

(Algorithm 6), according to the associ-
ated tuples of similarX (Lines 6-7). Then, the obtained sum is normalized
with respect to the total number of tuples, and removed from 1, as defined by
the g3-error definition (Line 10).

Algorithm 6 takes as input a set similarX , its associated tuples, and a
set IX∪A, in order to calculate the maximum cardinality max∣GX→A∣SX

. In
particular, for each similarX∪A, it identifies all similarX∪A ≡ similarX (Line
7), aiming to obtain the maximum cardinality among them (Lines 8-10).
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Algorithm 4 Validation of a candidate rfd XΦ1

Ψ≤ε**→ AΦ2

1: procedureCandidateValidation(relation instance r, Set IX , Set IX∪A,
double ε)

2: double error ← 1
3: Set ÎX = GetStripped(IX)
4: Set ÎX∪A = GetStripped(IX∪A) ▷ stripped similar pattern subsets
5: double vX→A = violatingPairs(r, ÎX , ÎX∪A)
6: double εc = GetBound(r, ε, ÎX , ÎX∪A)
7: if vX→A > εc then
8: return false
9: else

10: if CheckDisjointness(ÎX) then
11: error = GetError(IX , IX∪A, r)
12: else
13: error = GreedyGetError(IX , IX∪A, r)
14: end if
15: if error ≤ ε then
16: return true
17: end if
18: end if
19: return false
20: end procedure

Algorithm 5 Computation of the g3-error for a candidate rfd XΦ1

Ψ≤ε**→ AΦ2

1: procedure GetError(Set IX , Set IX∪A, dataset r)
2: Set assocTuples ← ∅
3: double error ← 0
4: int sum, maxCardinality
5: for each set similarX of IX do
6: assocTuples = GetAssociatedTuples(similarX , IX)
7: maxCardinality = GetMaxCard(assocTuples, similarX , IX∪A)
8: sum ← sum + maxCardinality
9: end for

10: error ← 1 - (sum/∣r∣)
11: return error
12: end procedure

Computing the g3-error for intersecting similar pattern subsets. In what fol-
lows, we show the greedy solution to calculate the g3-error for intersecting
similar pattern subsets. It is derived from an algorithm with factor-2 approxi-
mation for the minimum vertex cover problem (Johnson and Garey, 1979).

To calculate the g3-error for a candidate rfd X → A, Algorithm 7 takes as
input the sets IX and IX∪A, and a relation instance r. In particular, it selects
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Algorithm 6 Computation of the maximum cardinality of similar pattern
subsets equivalent to a given set

1: procedure GetMaxCard(Set assTuplesX , Set similarX , Set IX∪A)
2: Set assTuplesX∪A
3: int maxCardinality
4: maxCardinality ← 0
5: for each set similarX∪A of IX∪A do
6: assTuplesX∪A = GetAssociatedTuples(similarX∪A, IX∪A)
7: if similarX ⊇ similarX∪A and assTuplesX ⊇ assTuplesX∪A then
8: if ∣assTuplesX∪A∣ > maxCardinality then
9: maxCardinality ← ∣assTuplesX∪A∣

10: end if
11: end if
12: end for
13: return maxCardinality
14: end procedure

Algorithm 7 Greedy computation of the g3-error for a candidate rfd X → A

1: procedure GreedyGetError(Set IX , Set IX∪A, relation r)
2: Set errorSet ← ∅
3: Set violatingPairs = getViolatingTuplePairs(IX , IX∪A)
4: while violatingPairs <> ∅ do
5: extract a tuple pair p = (t1, t2) ∈ violatingPairs
6: errorSet = errorSet ∪ p
7: violatingPairs = removeOtherPairs(violatingPairs, t1, t2)
8: end while
9: return ∣errorSet∣/∣r∣

10: end procedure

all tuple pairs that are similar on IX but not on IX∪A (Line 3), whereas in
Lines 4-8 it iteratively selects a violating tuple pair p = (t1, t2) in order to
remove all violating pairs involving t1 or t2. Finally, the algorithm normalizes
the number of violating tuple pairs selected on Line 5 (errorSet) on the size of
the relation instance r (Line 9).
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